




and Banner page up to 13�x 49.6�











Print more types of jobs on a wider range of paper. The RICOH Pro

C5100S/ C5110S can handle thicker paper stocks, up to 256 g/m²

at duplexing speeds, and stocks up to 300 g/m for standard printing.²

It allows you to print on up to 13�x 19.2�and Banner page up to

13"x 49.6" (SRA3++) sized paper as easily as smaller sizes, including

textured, heavy-coated media and envelopes. The printer will accept

almost any paper size automatically to streamline printing. Use its

embedded Paper Library feature to access and adjust printing

attributes in moments. With its total paper capacity of 8,250 sheets,

it's the perfect system for your black-and-white and colour

production needs.





Cover Interposers (Optional): Feed pre-printed sheets from
one or two sources for front and back covers.

2,000-Sheet Booklet Finisher (Optional) : Produce full-color
booklets cost-effectively with the in-line Booklet Finisher.
Also available with an optional Hole Punch Unit.

3,000-Sheet Finishers (Optional): Choose from 65 or 100-
sheet stapling with the ability to output documents up to
13" x 19.2". Add the optional Hole Punch Unit for even more
�exibility.

Multi-Fold Unit (Optional) : Execute six different folds to
create a variety of �nished documents.

Buffer Pass Unit (Optional): Minimize toner adhesion on
stacked, coated paper by cooling output prior to the
media entering a �nishing unit.

Decurl Unit (Optional): Promote more accurate stacking
and higher throughput by reducing the risk of paper
curling.

100-Sheet Single Pass Document Feeder (Standard) :
Copy and scan jobs more ef�ciently with single-
passcolour duplex scanning � up to 220 ipm in duplex
mode.

Full-Colour WVGA Control Panel (Standard): Navigate
from job to job easily with �ngertip control via the post
mounted, intuitive touch screen.



Large Capacity Trays (Optional : The RT4030 2,200-Sheet LCT
utilizes a straight paper path to help reliably feed up to
300 g/m and up to 13" x 19.2" sheets. Choose the RT4020
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4,400-Sheet LCT to handle paper sizes up to 8.5" x 11" and
up to 216 g/m .
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